Learning Support Centers Coordination Committee  
**Meeting Summary**

Date: November 6, 2012  
Time: 3:30 to 4:30  
Location: 12-170 (SoTL)

1. Updates

2. Centers Printing  
   See attached Centers and Printing Services  
   Consider coordinating and streamlining services

   How do we provide students printing resources? The LC has some concerns because they are spending a lot of money on printing materials. Other Centers use a variety of methods and set prices independently. See attached LSC Printing Grid. Coordinators shared concerns about access and wanting to make sure that students are able to use resources. If we continue to go about providing printing independently, we need to track resource in all Centers, particularly the Writing Center and others, which don’t charge but limit pages. The LC will pilot Pinnacle Services, the centralized printing resource used at Canada and Skyline. It should be set-up by January 9. Through Spring we’ll keep track of the numbers.

3. SLOs: Review, Revise, Finalize

   We have finalized Centers SLOs as we continue to coordinate our efforts. Discussion included how we might assess student learning in various ways, and what types of data we might like to collect—particularly looking at Centers in conjunction with courses they serve.